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Abstract

A local damage model is proposed for the numerical assessment of the static

performance of Adobe masonry components. The model was applied to simulate

the experimental behaviour of sundried soil bricks and mud mortar tested in

uniaxial compression and bending. Numerical simulations of the model are

made mesh objective by means of a rate dependent regularization algorithm in

statics. This is achieved using a generalization of the damage delay concept

based on a decomposition of the Dirichlet boundary condition. It allows non-

dimensionality of model parameters mathematically needed to prevent loss of

ellipticity of the equilibrium equations of the model. The entire regularization

algorithm is integrated within an implicit Newton-Raphson solver.

Keywords: Adobe; delta; damage; mesh; dependence; rate; Dirichlet;

boundary; compression; bending; brick; mortar; Mohr-Couloumb.

1. Introduction

The complexity of natural and man-made hazard scenarios in current soci-

ety from which buildings in urban environments must be protected, requires the

development of efficient interpretative tools [1, 2]. This task is translated in the
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field of computational mechanics into the need for effective material and struc-5

tural models which demonstrate numerical robustness, computational efficiency

and physical consistency. Industry and research face a serious challenge when

continuum damage mechanics is adopted to simulate the response of quasi brit-

tle materials, such as concrete, commonly used for civil constructions. In fact,

quasi brittle materials are typically characterized by softening behaviour, that10

is the slope of the post peak stress region is negative [3, 4]. This happens be-

cause the material is progressively degraded by the stemming and coalescence

of internal microcracks bridging into macro-cracks [5, 6]. Interpreting failure

as a progressive degradation of the elastic stiffness of the material, continuum

damage mechanics constitutes a numerical approach conceptually close to the15

phenomenology of quasi brittle materials [4, 7]. However, this class of models

suffers from a serious numerical pathology named mesh dependence [8]. That is,

numerical simulations of softening materials result into localization of damage

within the smallest area allowed by the spatial discretization of the material

domain [9]. This happens because the boundary value problem becomes ill20

posed, due to loss of ellipticity of the governing equations of equilibium [3, 10].

As a consequence, results of numerical simulations using local damage models

depend on the adopted discretization, both in terms of extension of failure re-

gions and force displacement diagrams, depicting a progressively more brittle

response upon mesh refinement.25

Mesh sensitivity is a well known issue and several numerical treatments, defined

as regularization methods, have been developed over the years [5]. All methods

imply the introduction of localization limitizers (or length scale) in the local

model, meant to prevent hyperbolicity of the equilibrium equations to occur and

differently introduced according to the adopted strategy of regularization [11].30

Unfortunately in most cases, these algorithms solve mesh dependence at the

expense of the aforementioned requirements needed for an effective numerical

model. The use of a nonlocal model is the most popular regularization method

nowadays [3, 12]. The general principle is that the stress at a given integration

point is not uniquely determined by the history of the strain at this point, but35
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also by the mutual interactions with nearby ones [13, 14]. Despite being usually

effective in obtaining mesh objective simulations, nonlocal models often imply

non standard code developments, difficult parameter identification procedures

and inadequacies close to free boundaries, besides extra computational costs

inherent to nonlocal models [15, 16]. As an alternative, gradient models may40

also be employed to solve mesh dependence. They prescribe enrichment of the

equilibrium equations with extra gradients of the state variables to solve ill

posedess of the boundary value problem. Similar to the use of non local models,

numerical simulations using gradient models are often prone to a broadening of

the damage field, which does not resemble the response of many brittle materials,45

unless the internal length scale is made dependent on the local strain or stress

[17], that in turn often results in additional computational costs [7]. On the other

hand, rate dependent models have been proposed to solve mesh dependence

keeping the strain at each material point independent of the nearby ones [3].

In general, this is done by implementing viscosity (rate dependent) functions50

directly in the governing equilibrium equations. Theoretically, the use of rate

is still the most computationally efficient and physically consistent strategy to

solve mesh dependency in the case of quasi brittle building materials sensitive

to rate, such as concrete [5]. Unfortunately, only a limited number of these

models proved to provide full regularization to damage models [5]. Using rate55

to restore ellipticity of the governing equations is a challenge especially in case

of quasi-static simulations. This also counts for well known local regularization

models [8]. A local damage model based on the last µ model for concrete

structures [18] was recently developed by Pereira et al. [2] to simulate concrete.

Among the conclusions, it was stated that rate functions within the equilibrium60

equations only have a weak regularization role and instead a nonlocal algorithm

was supplemented [18].

In the current study, a numerical algorithm based on rate dependency is pre-

sented, which is integrated within the constitutive laws of the local model of [2],

with the coupled aim of mesh regularization in statics and material property65

[19]. This is obtained by generalizing the concept of damage delay introduced by
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Allix et al., in which a certain delay after damage initiation is defined while keep-

ing its rate bounded [20, 21]. The generalization is based on a decomposition

of the Dirichlet boundary conditions, which allows the parameters of the rate

functions mathematically needed to regularize the model to be non-dimensional,70

and not necessarily time-dependent [22]. Thus, they can be calibrated from ex-

perimental tests performed in statics.

Many commercial software packages available nowadays use explicit solution

schemes to approximate the solution of the partial differential equations of equi-

librium at each step of a numerical simulation. They are easy to implement and75

computationally efficient but they need restricted time steps. On the contrary,

besides harder implementation costs, only implicit solvers enforce equilibrium

at each iteration, assuring robust and accurate evaluations of the state of the

system. Thus, integration of equations of equilibrium of the regularized model

has been implemented within a Newton-Raphson solver, which provides robuste-80

ness to the resulting new algorithm. The model was called “Adobe delta damage

model” because it has been applied for the static assessment of the mechanical

performance of Adobe components.

Adobe is a traditional masonry whose bricks made of sundried mixtures of

soil with reinforcing natural fibre are joined together using mud mortar [23]. As85

a consequence of a lack of knowledge on the physical-mechanical performance of

Adobe, no adequate numerical models have been developed for Adobe and only

a few attempts to numerically simulate the constitutive response of bricks and

mortar of Adobe were found in literature [24]. This situation occurs because

this building technology was progressively abandoned starting from industrial90

revolutions in favour of modern materials introduced in the construction market

[25]. Nevertheless, in recent times Adobe has gained scientific interest, as a

result of a specific socio-economic conjuncture [26]. Earthen buildings, which

provide shelter to more than one third of the world population constituting

10% of the built heritage [27], are spread in areas of the world prone to natural95

hazards or involved into military operation, with the related treats for human

beings and their property. Moreover, attractive thermal and acoustic material
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properties make Adobe still a suitable building technology for Western countries

involved within enviromental impact reduction tasks inherent building industry

production processes [28]. Several experimental campaigns were performed by100

the authors on Adobe over the last five years, ranging from granulometry tests

on soil mixtures to impact tests on walls [26, 29, 30]. The research led to the

conclusions that Adobe can be regarded as a quasi brittle geomaterial of the

same class as concrete, with a pronounced influence of soil granulometry on

the overall mechanical performance [31, 32]. The new numerical model herein105

presented was adopted to simulate the static response of Adobe bricks and

mortar subjected to uniaxial compression and three point bending tests in [26].

The Adobe delta damage model is presented in Section 2. Mesh objectivity of

the model is demonstrated in Section 3. In Section 4, the model is applied to

simulate the response of Adobe bricks and mortar in static tests performed by110

the authors in [26].
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2. The Adobe delta damage model

The “Adobe delta damage model” is presented in this chapter. Implemen-

tation of the model starts from the classical formulation for isotropic damage in

eq.(1) [33]:115

σ “ p1´Dqσ̃ with σ̃ “ E : ε , (1)

where σ̃ is the effective stress vector, ε is the strain vector, E the elastic stiffness

tensor and D is the damage scalar, a parameter which ranges between 0 (integer

material) and 1 (fully damaged material). Damage starts when the loading

function f in eq.(2) becomes negative:

f “ k0 ´ εeq , (2)

where εeq and k0 are the equivalent strain and the damage initiation strain,120

respectively.

A modified Drucker-Prager damage loading surface is adopted in the model like

in [2, 18]. Two equivalent strain functions for compression crushing (εeqc) and

tensile cracking (εeqt) are expressed as a combination of the first (Iε) and second

deviatoric (Jεd) invariants of strain [34]. In eq.(3-4), they are presented within125

the octraedical space, as a combination of its normal (εoct) and tangential (γoct)

components as in soil mechanics [35]:

$

&

%

εeqt “ c1εoct ` c2γoct

εeqc “ c3εoct ` c4γoct
(3)

in which:

$

’

&

’

%

εoct “
1

3
Iε “

ε1 ` ε2 ` ε3
3

γ2oct “ ´
8

3
Jεd “

4

9
rpε1 ´ ε2q

2 ` pε2 ´ ε3q
2 ` pε3 ´ ε1q

2s

(4)
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where subscripts 1,2,3 denote principal values of the strain tensor. Parameters

c1 ´ c4 are defined as [18]:130

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

c1 “
1

p1´2νq

c2 “
1

2
?
2p1`νq

c3 “
3

5p1´2νq

c4 “
3
?
3

5
?
2p1`νq

(5)

where ν is the Poisson’s ratio.

Evolution of damage is directly related to the growth of two monotonic internal

variables which account for the historical maximum equivalent strains reached

during loading history. They are implemented separately for compression (kc)

and tension (kt) according to [36]:135

$

&

%

kcpiq “ maxr εeqcp1´ r
αq, k0cpτqs for all i ě τ

ktpiq “ maxr εeqtr
α, k0tpτqs for all i ě τ

(6)

Where r is derived from the triaxiality factor proposed by Lee and Fenves [37]

for multiaxial loading states, α is a constant set to 0.1 as in [2] and the me-

chanical parameters k0t and k0c are the damage initiation strains in tension and

compression [34].

The value of damage in eq (1) combines two damage evolution laws in compres-140

sion (Dc) and tension (Dt) as in [2], in which the respective equivalent strains

enter:

D “ 1´ p1´DRD
c qp1´DRD

t q (7)

where RD stands for rate dependent (regularized).

Both evolution laws in compression and tension start from rate independent

softening functions generalized as combinations of exponential and linear soft-145

ening showed in eq.(8) [2]:

pDqRIc,t “ 1´
1

eAc,tpkc,t´k0c,t q
´

k0c,t
Bc,tkc,t

(8)
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Where A and B are material parameters and RI stands for rate independent.

To address mesh dependence without introducing non locality in the model as

in [36], the concept of bounded damage rate is adapted [22]. This consists of

introducing a certain delay after local damage initiation while keeping the rate150

of damage bounded [38]. This is consistent with a finite velocity of propagation

for material flaws [15]. Originally developed for composite laminates, the con-

cept is considered to be suitable to address failure of quasi brittle materials used

for masonry. In the model for adobe, the local damage evolution laws in com-

pression and tension are then made directly dependent on the loading history155

based on a decomposition of the Dirichlet boundary condition. Given an arbi-

trary displacement law evaluated in N points by the Newton-Raphson solver, at

each progressive step i of the analysis after damage initiation, both the loading

evolution laws in compression and tension enter rate dependent functions (RD)

according to eq. (9), in order to account for a “delta”(δ) increment based on160

the prescribed loading history:

DRD
c,ti

“ δDc,ti `D
RD
c,ti´1

(9)

where the delta functions δD at each step are calculated using a function of

exponential shape as in [20] modified according to eq.(10):

δDc,ti “
∆c,t

N
p1´ e

´pDRI
c,ti
´DRD

c,ti´1
q
q (10)

in which the Adobe delta damage model, ∆ represents a further non-dimensional

material parameter and N is needed to make the results independent of dis-165

cretization of the applied law. The regularizing properties of the model come

from the exponential damage-delay functions and will be demonstrated in Sec.

3.

The set of governing equations are integrated within an implicit Newton-Raphson

solver. The code has been developed in C++ environment using the opensource170

libraries of JemJive [39].
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3. Mesh Sensitivity Analysis

This chapter demonstrates the mesh objectivity of the “Adobe delta damage

model” in statics. Four different tests commonly used in literature to diagnose

the mesh sensitivity are adopted [3, 40]. The analysed tests are an uniaxially175

loaded tapered bar, a shear layer test, a shear band test and a cantiveler beam

test in bending. They are used to verify the local damage distribution and the

global reaction force plots for different levels of mesh refinement. The first two

are classical tests from literature which analyse the unidirectional performance

of the model. The latter two reproduce physical problems characterized by180

complex stress states.

Mesh dependence was analysed for wide ranges of variations of elastic (E, ν)

and inelastic (∆, A, B) parameters of the model in compression (c) and tension

(t), consistently with ranges of mechanical values found in literature for Adobe

[19] (Table 1). In the following paragraphs, examples of results obtained from185

specific combinations are shown for each test.

Four node plane stress elements are used in the model. A value of N=2000 and

a precision of 10e´5 is prescribed to the implicit solver.

3.1. Uniaxially loaded tapered bar test

A classical test from theory widely used to diagnose mesh dependence is the190

tapered cantilever bar uniaxially loaded [3]. The response of a tapered bar to

uniaxial compression is analysed. A displacement is applied at the free edge of a

100mm long bar fixed at the bottom (Figure 1). In order to trigger localization,

a 3% tapering is applied along the height of the bar starting from 1mm thickness.

The mesh of the bar is progressively refined starting from 10 up to 160 elements.195

The results of this analysis for progressive mesh refinement are shown in the

following in terms of global reaction-displacement plots (Figure 2) and local

damage profiles along the bar (Figure 3). They correspond to the following set

of values inserted as mechanical parameters of the model: Ac=60, Bc=0, ∆c =

5, ν =0.0, E=150 MPa, k0c=1.0%.200

Force displacement plots nearly overlap, with maximum relative errors lower

9



  

than 1% (Figure 4(a)), while the damage profile is consistent for all meshes

during the entire simulation (Figure 4(b)).

Analysis of results yields the conclusion that the model is capable of produc-

ing mesh independent simulations and good results are obtained already with205

the coarsest mesh. For explanatory purposes, the performance of the Adobe

delta damage model is compared with respect to the corresponding rate inde-

pendent version. Results confirm the numerical pathology of the local model.

The damage distribution and force displacement plots depict a not-consistent

progressively more brittle behaviour upon mesh refinement (Figure 5).210

3.2. Shear layer test

Another test performed to verify mesh dependence is the shear layer transver-

sally loaded (Figure 6) [41, 10]. The response of the model in pure shear is

analysed. A thick column fixed at its bottom and constrained vertically along

the height is subjected to a shear load at the free edge at the top. The set up215

is given in Figure 6. In order to trigger localization, a mechanical imperfection

is inserted along the first 10mm of the beam in terms of a 15% decrease of the

damage initiation strain. The mesh of the shear column is progressively refined

starting from 10 elements up to 160.

The results for progressive mesh refinement are shown in Figure 7(a) in terms220

of overall reaction-displacement plots and in Figure 7(b) in terms of failure

damage profile along the bar. They correspond to the following set of mechanical

parameters of the model: Ac=100, Bc=0, At=0, Bt=100, ∆c = 6, ∆t = 6,

ν =0.0, E=200 MPa, k0c=0.6%, k0t=0.6%. Force displacement plots nearly

overlap and the damage profiles match for the different meshes.225

The analysis is mesh independent and good results are obtained already for the

coarsest mesh.

3.3. Shear band test

Specimens under compression are usually characterized by the formation of

shear bands. The mesh objective determination of shear bands is of primary230
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interest [42]. A constrained cube of 50x50mm is compressed at the top in

Figure 8. A shear band is triggered by a mechanical imperfection introduced by

a 30% reduction of the damage initiation strain, in the left bottom corner in the

grey region in Figure 8. The first mesh is chosen to have one element included

in the weakest region and progressive mesh refinement is adopted.235

The results of the mesh refinement analysis are shown in the following in terms

of reaction-displacement plots (Figure 9(a)) and failure damage distribution

within the specimen (Figure 9(b)). They correspond to the following set of

values inserted as mechanical parameters of the model: Ac=250, Bc=0, At=0,

Bt=100, ∆c = 9, ∆t = 9, ν =0.1, E=200 MPa, k0c=0.7%, k0t=0.2%.240

Also in a shear band test, the model is capable of performing simulations in a

mesh objective manner.

3.4. Cantilever beam in bending

The last test verifies the numerical response of the model in bending. A slender

cantilever beam (L/b=4) is subjected to a distributed transversal load at the245

free edge (Figure 10). Due to the stress distribution, neither a geometrical nor

a mechanical imperfection is used to trigger localization.

Results using the same mesh refinements as in the shear band test are demon-

strated in terms of reaction-displacement plots (Figure 11(a)) and failure dam-

age distribution within the specimen (Figure 11(b)). They correspond to the250

following set of values inserted as mechanical parameters of the model: Ac=500,

Bc=5, At=500, Bt=0, ∆c = 6, ∆t = 6, ν =0.1, E=350 MPa, k0c=0.4%,

k0t=0.2%.

Mesh objectivity is again confirmed.

3.5. Parameter sensitivity analysis255

This paragraph briefly presents a parameter sensitivity analysis of the model.

The uniaxially loaded tapered bar presented in Sect. 3.1 is used for variation of

the parameter A for the same mesh of 20 elements (Figure 12 (a-b)). The original

parameter A=60 is doubled and halved. Similary, results of an analysis using
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half and double values of the original ∆=5 are presented in (Figure 12 (c-d)).260

From both analyses, it is evident that by increasing the values of the numerical

parameters, brittleness is enhanced demonstrated by a steeper softening post-

peak branch and more localized damage. This effect is more pronounced for a

variation of A than for ∆ (Figure 12 (e-f)).

All analyses confirmed to be mesh independent already for the coarsest dis-265

cretization (Figure 13 (a-b)). The only noticible difference is related to the

initial jump in maximum force and displacement at peak load errors with re-

spect to the first level of mesh refinement, which is more pronounced for higher

values of ∆ or lower values of A; nevertheless all errors are significantly lower

than 1%.270
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4. A numerical application of the Model on Adobe

4.1. The Experimental reference

Once mesh objectivity of the model has been proven, numerical simulations

are performed in order to verify the suitability of the framework for the assess-

ment of the mechanical response of Adobe components in statics. A physical-275

mechanical characterization campaign performed by the authors on unfired soil

bricks (which are fiber reinforced) and mortar (fiber free) is chosen as exper-

imental reference [26]. It consisted of compressive and bending tests on four

types of bricks and one mortar characterized by different percentages of fiber

reinforcements [26]. Displacement controlled tests at very low rate (1 mm/min)280

were performed on prisms with a slenderness equal to two in unixial compression

or on entire bricks in bending. Interpretation of results led to the conclusion

that Adobe components belong to the material class of concrete [31].

The typical force-displacement diagram in compression shows three distinct

phases (Figure 14(a)). The initial behaviour is linear-elastic and the brick285

is supposed to be intact. At a stress level between 60% (typically for adobe

bricks) and 75% (mainly for mortar samples) of the compressive strength, pre-

peak non linearity is observed. This is the likely consequence of the coalescence

and development of micro cracking processes occurring inside the sample. After

peak load, diagonal and vertical macro-cracks are visible at opposite edges; cor-290

respondingly softening behaviour is observed in the force displacement curve,

while cracks spread over the whole sample with a conical pattern (Figure 14(b)).

When the soil matrix is mixed with fiber, the behaviour of Adobe becomes

more ductile. Pre-peak non linearity starts at lower strain levels, while values

for strain at peak load increase, as well as the slope of the post-peak slope of295

softening [26].

A more brittle behaviour characterizes the mechanical response of Adobe in

bending. The typical force-displacement diagram is linear until 95% (bricks) or

98% (mortar) of the peak load is reached (Figure 14(c)). A single crack is then

immediately visible at the lateral surfaces of the mid span and a corresponding300
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softening branch in the force diagrams with typical exponential shape is obtained

(Figure 14(d)). The crack propagates quickly along the height, and at 50% of

the peak load, it reaches a relative length (with respect to the height of the

sample) of approximately 45% (bricks) and 52% (mortar). Also in bending,

strain at peak stress and slope of the softening curve are dominated by the fiber305

amount in the mixture.
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4.2. The numerical hypotheses of the model

Numerical simulations were performed for all types of adobe experimentally

tested in [26]. In the following, numerical simulations using the new model are

shown for one type of brick (reinforced using 17% by weight of straw in the310

mixture and named “Brick” in the following) and one type of mortar with only

little traces of organic content (named “Mortar” in the following).

Assumptions for the material parameters of the model and simulation goals are

made:

• For the Young’s modulus, the mean values of elastic stiffness experimen-315

tally derived in [26] for Brick (E = 100 MPa) and Mortar (E= 200 MPa)

are used. A 0.1 value for the Poisson’s ratio is assumed, which is equal to

the value used in the only known research devoted to the determination

of this material parameter for Adobe [25];

• Consistently with the hypotheses of a new phenomenological model re-320

cently developed by the authors to address the ballistic resistance of Adobe

[32], the Drucker Prager surface of eq.(2) in Sec.2 used in [19] is updated to

include an inscribed Drucker Prager smoothed version of Mohr Coloumb

failure in compression (Figure 15(a)). In the octraedical space used in

Sec.2, this implies the modification of the set of parameters c1-c4 of the325

equivalent strain formulations as follows:

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

c1 “
1

p1´2νq

c2 “
1

2
?
2p1`νq

c3 “
tgpφq
p1´2νq

c4 “
?
3

2p1`νq

(11)

in which the internal friction angle φ=10o is chosen corresponding to or-

ganic soil [43].

• For the damage initiation strains in compression, the mean values of initial

deviation from linearity in the averaged stress strain diagrams experimen-330

tally derived in [26] are used for Brick (k0c = 1.3%) and Mortar (k0c =

15



  

0.7%). Elastic stiffness and initial damage strain in tension are determined

in agreement with the sigma-epsilon method of the RILEM standard for

fibre reinforced concrete [44]. Symmetry in elastic slope in tension and

compression is thus hypothisezed and as damage initiation strain in ten-335

sion, the mean value of strain corresponding to the formation of the first

crack in bending tests experimentally derived in [26] is used for Brick (k0t

= 0.7%) and Mortar (k0t = 0.3%).

• The damage evolution laws in eq. 7 are simplified. Different functions

are used for compression and tension (Figure 15(b)). A steeper linear340

softening is adopted for tension while a smoother exponential shape is

chosen for compression consistently with experimental trends of Par. 4.1.

The resulting damage evolution laws are:

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

Dc “ 1´
1

eCpkc´k0cq

Dt “ 1´
k0t
Tkt

(12)

• Mean approximate dimensions are used for Brick and Mortar (Figure 16(a))

taken from [26]. In bending, the imposed interspan and the size of the dis-345

tribuited constraining rolls are kept equal to experiments (Figure 16(b)).

In order to trigger localization, in compression a mechanical defect, with

damage initiation strain equal to 0.1%, is imposed at the corners of the

specimen. Because of symmetry, only half of the brick is meshed. In

bending a geometrical imperfection is used and a quadrilateral 1mm mesh350

with four integration points is applied. Displacement controlled analyses

with small incremental steps (5*10´4) are imposed at the upper side of

the sample in compression and at the mid span in bending. A precision

of 1*10´5 is prescribed to the solver.

• Calibration of parameters C, T, ∆ in compression is performed in order to355

interpolate as closely as possible the mean displacements at peak stress and
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the 90% pre and post peak (named ultimate displacement in [26]) strength

decay experimentally derived in [26] for Brick and Mortar. Calibration of

damage function parameters in tension is performed in order to match as

closely as possible the mean slope of the post peak exponential softening360

curve experimentally derived in [26] for Brick and Mortar. All material

parameters used in compression are taken the same for bending tests. For

sake of simplicity, the value of ∆ is initially assumed constant for Brick

and Mortar in tension and compression.

4.3. The numerical results and comparisons with experiments365

The best fit simulations in compression and bending are shown for Brick and

Mortar in Figure 17. They are presented together with the targeted mean

experimental plots associated to each type. Both curves are inserted within the

minimum and maximum envelopes of experimental data related to compressive

and bending tests on bricks and mortar. The corresponding failure patterns are370

compared in Figure 18.

In compression, the numerical results match the experimental data well at least

until ultimate displacements for both Brick and Mortar in Figure 17(a-b). As

a result of the simple formulation of eq.12, the numerical reaction plots do not

capture the experimental trends of the post-peak experimental regions for large375

displacements (which could be experimentally recorded only for a limited num-

ber of specimens). Differences may be due to a more distributed failure pattern

in the tests due to material heterogeneity which can not be addressed using

deterministic models. Advanced softening laws with more ductility in the final

failure stage may also provide a better match between test and simulation. Nev-380

ertheless, the numerical curves lie within the experimental envelopes associated

to bricks and mortar at least up to 50% of the post peak stress.

The numerical failure resembles the principal experimental cracking patterns

depicted for Adobe in Par. 4.1, despite the simplifications as two-dimensional

modelling, isotropy and setup of the model to simulate developments of cracks385

usually starting from fiber-induced areas of de-adherence, clay concentrations
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or defects [26](Figure 18(a)).

Also for three point bending tests it was possible to accomplish the goal and

the numerical f-d plots match most of the elastic and post peak softening exper-

imental curves for both Brick and Mortar (Figure 17(c-d)). Also here a slight390

deviation between experiment and simulation is observed in the later stage of

loading. However, also in bending the numerical plots remain within the exper-

imental envelope for values higher than 50% of the post peak stress. Moreover,

using the material parameters derived in compression and the flexural strain

as given in RILEM for concrete, the resulting values of tensile strength derived395

from eq.(13) well approximate the strength values experimentally derived in [26]

for both components (Figure 19(b)).

ft “
3Fmaxs

2th2
(13)

where the peak load (Fmax) and the displacement at peak load (dFmax) with

the geometrical dimensions in thickness (t), height (h) and span (s) are input

from numerical results.400

Almost full resemblance is extended to the depiction of the failure mode, where

a single crack starts after damage initiation and it propagates quickly along the

heigth (Figure 18(b)). Match with experiments is quantitatively extended to the

evaluation of the cracking rate, meant as the ratio between length and height

with respect to the same decay of strength after peak load (Figure 19(a)).405

4.4. A physical interpretation of numerical calibration

The material parameters used for calibration are listed in Table 2. In compres-

sion it was possible to keep ∆c constant for Brick and Mortar, while the brittle

curves in bending required the use of a very high value for T for Adobe compo-410

nents, leaving ∆t as calibrating parameter. Calibration of numerical parameters

is qualitatively consistent with observed experimental trends [26]. Given a fixed

value for ∆c, the difference in value of the material parameter C, higher for

Mortar than Brick, is consistent with the experimental evidence that mixtures
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with higher fiber content show higher ductility in compression. They are shown415

in Figure 20 (a), where the material parameter C for Brick and Mortar is given

as function of the corresponding reinforcement ratio. The calibration of param-

eter C for all types of bricks tested was performed in [19]. A similar trend is

shown for parameter ∆t in tension (Figure 20 b).
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5. Conclusions420

A rate-dependent damage model has been developed to numerically assess

the material performance of Adobe masonry components in statics. It originates

from a local model recently developed for concrete with limiting regularization

properties. In this study, the numerical model has been made fully mesh objec-

tive in statics, integrating rate dependent damage functions within an implicit425

solution scheme. The resulting rate dependent model assures mesh indepen-

dence within a robust algorithm prone to preserve coherence with the physics

of quasi brittle materials. A decomposition of the Dirichlet boundary condition

allows all the numerical parameters of the damage evolution laws to be non

dimensional. Thus, they could be calibrated with respect to the static exper-430

imental results in compression and bending of one type of brick and mortar

experimentally tested by the authors. Despite simplicity, the current version of

the model could cover the main features of the experimental response of com-

ponents in compression and tension. Therefore it constitutes a valid framework

to numerically assess the mechanical performance of Adobe components and435

the modified Drucker Prager failure surface is confirmed to well addresses the

material response in compression.
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Table 1: Ranges of tested values using the “Adobe delta Damage Model” for mesh sensitivity

analysis

Parameter Value Parameter Value

E, Et 10-250 MPa Ac,t, Bc,t 25-1000

k0c, k0t 0.3-1.5% ∆c,t 3-500

ν 0.0-0.15
k0d
k0

10-30%

Table 2: Best fit material parameters in compression and tension for Brick and Mortar

Type C ∆c T ∆t

Brick 140 5.0 1000 160

Mortar 180 5.0 1000 440
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Figure 1: Setup for mesh sensitivity study for the uniaxially loaded tapered bar test: geometry

and boundary conditions

Figure 2: Force-displacement diagrams for progressive mesh refinement for the uniaxially

loaded tapered bar test
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 3: Damage profile for progressive mesh refinement for the uniaxially loaded tapered

bar test at d=4.0mm
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Relative errors in terms of maximum reaction force (Fmax), displacement at peak

load (dFmax ) and strain at 20% decay of reaction (dc) for different mesh elements (a) and

damage profile along the bar at different stage of simulations (i) (b)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Damage profile for progressive mesh refinement for the uniaxially loaded tapered

bar test using the rate independent local model (a) and comparisons of force-displacements

graphs for progressive mesh refinement with respect to mesh independent solution (b)
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Figure 6: Setup for mesh sensitivity study for the shear layer test: geometry and boundary

conditions
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Force displacement (a) and damage profile at d = 1.5 mm (b) for progressive mesh

refinement for the shear layer test
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Figure 8: Setup for mesh sensitivity study for the shear band test: geometry and boundary

conditions
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Force displacement (a) and damage profile at d = 1.3 mm (b) for progressive mesh

refinement in the shear band test

Figure 10: Setup for mesh sensitivity study for the cantilever bending test: geometry and

boundary conditions
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Force displacement (a) and damage profile at d = 4.3 mm (b) for progressive mesh

refinement in the cantilever bending test
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 12: Damage profile in the bar (a,c) and force displacement plots (b,d) varying values

of A (a-b) or ∆ (c-d) and comparison of the variation of response in terms of maximum force

(e) and displacement at peak force (f)
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(a) (b)

Figure 13: Error comparison for progressive mesh refinements using half and double A (a) or

∆ (b)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 14: Typical regions of the F-d diagrams and related cracking patterns in compression

(a-b) and bending(c-d)
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(a) (b)

Figure 15: Smoothed Drucker-Prager damage surface (DP) of the Mohr-Coulomb (MC) failure

used in compression (a) and damage profiles in tension (T=1) and compression (C=30) (b)

(a) (b)

Figure 16: Numerical setup in compression (a), and three point bending test (b), including

geometry and boundary conditions
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 17: Experimental-Numerical force-displacement comparisons in compressions (a-b) and

flexure (c-d) for Brick (left) and Mortar (right)

35



  

(a) (b)

Figure 18: Experimental-Numerical comparison in terms of failure pattern in compression of

Brick with quarter of CA11a (brick) at about 2mm (a) and in bending at mid span of Mortar

with M3 (mortar) at a decay of about 20% of the strength (b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 19: Experimental-Numerical comparison in terms of crack propagation in bending (a)

and in terms of tensile strength evaluation (b) for Brick and Mortar
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(a) (b)

Figure 20: Relationships between calibrated material parameters of the numerical model and

experimental fibre content for four different types of bricks and mortar (including Brick and

Mortar) tested in [26]
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